False Flag at Trump Rally in Phoenix?
This is Sunday (20th Aug 2017) and I am here to warn Mr. Donald
Trump and his Secret Service agents to be especially on the look out
this coming Tuesday when Donald Trump hosts a rally in Phoenix,
Arizona; and that's because I have a suspicion that the evil people of
the Deep State, the One World Government, the supporters of the
Antichrist, will stage a false flag at that occasion on that date. And I
made quite a few videos several years ago pointing out that the
Illuminati are using the number 815 in their false flag events. As a
perfect example, let me show you how this works, this was a couple of
years ago at the Charlie Hebdo Massacre, and maybe you remember,
when the crane hoisted the getaway car, the number on the crane was
815.

And just to show you that was not a coincidence, the number on the
license plate was 815 backwards. That was not accidental, people.

At the time I made those videos I pointed out that those numbers, 8-15, may not refer to a date, they may not refer to an hour; they could
also refer to a location when you superimpose a clock face showing
the time at 8:15 over a map of the United States.
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Notice, by the way, that I put the center of this clock on Ferguson,
Missouri. The big hand is pointing to Charlottesville, the little hand is
pointing to Phoenix, Arizona (1).
Now, there could be some other cities involved, and this may not be
the next false flag event, and I'm not sure Charlottesville was a false
flag, although there are a lot of videos on YouTube suggesting that,
and there were a lot of very strange circumstances surrounding that
event. And there's no doubt the news media is trying to pin that tag of
‘racist’ on Donald Trump. No politician in America can survive with that
title attached to his name, unless of course you're a liberal. I notice
they are knocking down all these Confederate statues but why don't
they knock down statues of Margaret Sanger? She was a huge
avowed racist; and if you’re really are concerned about black lives,
Planned Parenthood kills (proportionately) twice as many black babies
as white babies. So you protesters, why don't you take that into
account? In any event, and by the way, do you remember the exact
time that the DA, Robert McCulloch, announced that he would not
prosecute the white policeman who shot that unarmed black man in
Ferguson, Missouri? He announced it at exactly 8:15 in the evening.
They said ahead of time that they would announce it at 8:00 p.m. That
would be the worst possible time if you wanted to avoid a riot. They
knew long before that but they wanted to incite as
many fires, and police bombings and windows
being knocked out and cars being blown up as
possible. They wanted chaos; they wanted to
incite a riot and when McCulloch walked into the
room, take a look at this clip, the time on the
clock was exactly 8:15.
And take a look at this TV monitor, the screen;
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notice the time date stamp at the upper left is exactly 8:15.

That's not accidental.
I'm not saying the Ferguson, Missouri incident was a false flag but
certainly the Deep State absconded with it and made it a false flag. At
this upcoming event in Phoenix on Tuesday, they also could very well
abscond with this and make it their next false flag event. They've
already got Charlottesville on the map located as a racist event. Will
they also point that little hand to Phoenix, Arizona and fulfill their 815
scenario? So, I am warning Mr. Trump and all of his Secret Service
agents: be on the lookout. And you my subscribers, also let me know
what you see.
1) See: San Bernardino terrorist attack.
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